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Summary. The paper presented development of microcomputer-aided 
vibration-diagnosing system offered by Poltegor Institute, Poland. 
Three levels of development of the system are distinguished. 
Description is given for analog diagnostic devices and utility 
features of a program for microcomputer compatible with ISM PC AT 
or XT, capable of being used in conjunction with the system DOS III 
and hard disc 2Q MB. The utility program enables to provide a data 
base for five hundred drive units (raotor-gaar-unit).

Data on the object can be gathered during three year period. 
Aleo, microcomputer-aided diagnostic infering system has been used. 
The program is controled through menu.

1. INTRODUCTION

The paper presented development of vibration diagnostic system, taking 
its use for driving units (electric motorgear-unit) as example. The de
velopment on a given level is distinguished from the vertical one asso
ciated mainly with the introduction of new technical means.

The system and its development based on the theory and practice was
created owing to the co-operation bstween Poltegor Research Institute and 
largest Polish Surface Mine Bełchatów. The development has been pursued 
over a span of about seven years of the Institute's activities and some 
five years of industrial application when the diagnostic method and 
measures, diagnostic devices, utility software were continuously refined. 
The system is mainly used for the diagnostics of gear-units.

First approach to the diagnostic method, end preparation of initial 
points for selection of features of the diagnostic devices, was based on 
[i, ¿] and references cited in jV].

The development of diagnostic method is presented in £3-6̂ . Problems
associated with the classification of toothed gear condition are consi
derad in £4]. The method to evaluate selection of diagnostic parameters 
and diagnostic signalraceiving points is suggested in [s].
The technical deserlption of analog diagnostic devices is given in [7].
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2. DESCRIPTION OP DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

In the development of diagnostic system, on« can diatiinquish the 
development on a given level,, as shown in fig. i.

In general, aparat fro« the horizontal development, the vertical one 
can be distinguished which consists asinly in the Introduction of new 
dlsgnistic means to give rise to the vertical development on a higher 
level.

To develop ® diagnostic method on a given level, fig.i, certain faatu- 
res of a diagnosed object must be determined and changes in these featu» 
res, as those reflecting its technical condition, will be followed-up by 
measuring physical quantities. Keeping in mind the features of diagnosed 
object and the hitherto knowledge in the field of diagnostics, a diagno
stic method is developed for which most simple sisans of technical diagno
stics are selected. As per principles of the method, diagnostic experi
ments tests are made using means intended for the diagnostics in order to 
determine s correctness of the developed method, and correct selection of 
diagnostic Beans as well.

After experiments carried out, it is likely to be necessary to find 
(to discover) new features of the object, to Improve the method,- this is 
illustrated by the arrows of feedback shown in fig. 1. After having made 
experiments and verified method, the user can start with gathering dia
gnostic data. In the first time-period after; introduction of the 
method, the diagnostic data can also be gathered by a research center.

If the user is at disposal of a large number of the objects of the 
same type, statistic handling of results follows after having gathered 
data concerning all the objects at a given time interval. In [X3* t !̂er® 
is shown how to reduce a number of diagnostic parameters, basing on a 
definite statistic handling of results. On the lowermost level of the 
development, statistic handling of results is carried out with the use of 
traditional manual input through the keyboard computers for measuring 
collections gathered in the note-books. As already mentioned, a decisive 
effect on the development of diagnostics have selected diagnostic means 
and their coherent constraints. In the veritcal development of diagnostic 
means, there is possible to distinguish analog, hybrid (analog-digital), 
and digital diagnostic devices. In the vertical development of a method 
of diagnostic data gathering on the lowermost level, there is used nota
tion of d8ta obtained from analog device readings to be written down in 
the note-books and on this basis, graphs of changes in data values are 
plotted. A higher level of data gathering can be represented by data 
storing in the microcomputer, readings taken from the analog devices 
through the keyboard.

Essentially new quality in the method of diagnostic data gathering 
is the uaa of microprocessor based diagnostic data collector which
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memorizes properties of the entire diagnostic signal in the digital for». 
The signal is transmitted then, trough the interface, to the microcompu
ter. The latter makes a signal analysis like that in the analog devices 
and besides, the signals are analyzed further, depending on the software. 
The statistical data handling is subject tothe vertical development. The 
loarsmoat level of data handling has been already mentioned. A higher 
phase is to prepare a specialized software for the microcomputer and to 
make use of data bass of the diagnostic system. Thera are used data 
gathered manually through the keyboard or data fed with the use of collec
tor which is connected with the microcomputer throught the interface.

The specialized software relating to the statistic handling of results 
can also be fed into the diagnostic system, thus forming an integral 
whole,

3. ELEMENTS OF DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM

3 .1 . Analog, hybrid (analog-digital) diagnostic devices

A basis for the development of engineering diagnostic system are dia
gnostic devices and their coherent constraints. There is a variety of 
portable diagnostic devices enabling measurement of physical quantities 
to be made according to ISO £lOj or Canadian standards [ll]. As per prin
ciples of the method presented in j^3, 6J , The device PPD1 has been deve
loped under consideration in [V] and in jjb], reasons are given for con
struction of a diagnostic device whose characteristic differs from that 
used so far. The device PP01 is shown in fig. 3. For further analysis of 
the signal, the analog device UPD1 has been developed. It is a vibration 
analyzer enabling narrow-band analysis to be made in specific 
reasonable cases after having made measurements with the U3e of 
device PP01. The latter makes also possible to evaluate rolling

/ -

Fig. 3
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bearings condition, asking use of resonant properties of a housing of the 
object where rolling bearings are built in. The bearing condition is 
evaluated basing on the rms value of wall vibration acceleration for a 
band width 3500-10 000 Hz. A similar jprinciplej relates to the commonly used 
meter for bearings diagnostics called SPM (Shock Pulse Method) where the 
bearing condition is determined by measuring ultrasonic wave intensity 
corresponding to the resonance frequency of s piezoelectric sensor.
The device PDt for bearings diagnostics shown in fig. 4, apart from 
being capable of measuring intensity like devices PPD and SPM, enables 
percentage of the depth of modulation to be measured. The depth of ao-

Fig. 4

dulation is a supplementary important feature of the diagnostic signal, 
and enables an additional interpretation associated with the rolling 
bearing condition. In practice the device PPD1 proved very suitable to 
ba used for the diagnostics of toothed gears. At present, a fundamental 
standard of a hybrid (analog-digital) diagnostic device called MKDD-l 
microprocessorbased diagnostic data collector is being developed, which 
enables, apart from being capable of making diagnostic measurements 
(analog part), features of the signal to be recorded in digital fora.
The signals recorded in digital form are transmitted through the inter
face to a microcomputer compatible with IBM in order to be handled further.

3.2. Microcomputer-aided diagnostics
On a definite level of the development of diagnostics, findings froa 

readings in devices PPD1 and PDt. are transfared through the keyboard to 
the microcomputer.

A regular gathering of diagnostic data results froa a need of afflcti- 
ve use of the diagnoetics. At Poltagor Institute, an original prograa for
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microcomputer compatible with If® PG-XT or AT m m  developed, enabling 
diagnostic data to be gathered along with their adequate processing which 
makes it possible to sid the diagnostic inference. Ths data base allows 
to gather data during three-year period, namely those for 500 nos. of 
drive units (gear-unit - electric motor}.

Owing to the use of computers to aid the diagnostics, a report is 
obtained in form of a printout which gives preventive recoraaandetions 
concerning necessary check of bearings lubrication '¡as a catchword “lubri
cation of bearings. A further inetruction in the report is watchword 
"position motor", including value of a diagnostic parameter being indica
tive of an incrorract positioning of the motor relative to the toothed 
gear. The above watchwords give instructions to take preventive measures 
in order to maintain a suitable technical condition of toothed gears.

The hazardous states of toothed years as a whole are given in the 
report in fora of three conditions recorded as economic replacement, 
necessary replacement, failure hazard. It is suggested to replace the 
gear in such technical condition which is adequate to the catchword 
"economic replacement". Keeping in oind a required rata of production, 
decissions on the gear replacement cars be takers on all three levels of 
gear condition. Of course, it is possible to make up report on a definite 
process line, or corresponding section of the report concerning preven
tive recommendations or degree of hazard.

The diagnostic program is controlled by means of menu. Fig. 5 shows 
msnu of catalogue "Analysis" against a background of the main catalogue. 
After selection of item 1 of the main catalogue - feeding measurements - 
table shown in fig. 6 is displayed. After having selected item 2 from the

D I A G N O S T I C P R O G R A M

1 .
M A I N  M E N U  

Feeding measurements. 
Analysis of measurements. 
Statistic data.
Schedule.
Repair(and cance 
List of gears in 
Ctiecl measuremen 
Quit.

M E N U  A N A L Y S I S ”
1.Di agnosi s.
2.Analysis of gear measurements. I

3.Analysis of gear m e a surements in desired train.
4.Analysis of gear m e a surements under no load.
5.Representation of object description.
¿.Analysis of motor measurements.
?.Return t o  main menu.

Select function number

Fig. 5
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RC•UTXNE WEASUR; . 1. RP TYPEKA16 Conv.62.06N Date88. i l .16 Load 85.0
H X 0“i 00Hz -100-3500Hz 3500-10000 1M iO-iOOH 100-3500HZ 3500-10000

vI mm/s1 v 1 mm/s 3' a C m /s2 3 aCm/523 vCmm/s3 v€mm/s3 aCm/523 &lm/s22
1 4. 5 2.6 12.0 2.0
2 4.. 7 2.6 8.0 4.0 S •
3 2.6’ 5.5 12.0, 1.5 9

472 -i •
1 J. . w A ' U „,.u
5 0.0 , 0.0 0.0 o. o n
6 12
Annotation

Is it to be p^ir-ted out?(Y'N)
F±g. 6

»sin catalogue, a full screen illustration will appear in the display 
unit, as shewn in fig. 5. If itsss 1 is selected fros the catalogue "Ana
lysis", the systea shall request to designate the object which can b® 
distinguished fey a place of its actual use or by Inventory nuober. After 
having fad data on the object', the diagnosis will bs displayed, as shown 
in fig, 7.

Gear 1 *RP Date of last measurement88.11„16
Within lO-lOOH^ v-av.in cl.A,
Range II pn t 3 —el.A;
Within i00-3500HZ a-av. .v-av.in cl.AA.
Range III:
P n t .1 in c l .A 
Pn t . 2 w c 1 . A 
P n t . 3 - cl.A 
Pn t . 4 - cl.A 
P n t .5 - cl.A

Do you want graphical classification of rolling bearings '■'(Y/N)

Pig. 7

The diagnosis relates to the gear nunbered 1RP and speaks about a 
correct running of hight-spead shaft of the gear (class A) and incorrect 
running of the gearing (class 0). The condition of rolling bearings ope
rated within area of points 1-4 is correct (class A). The interpretation
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of classes A-0 is explained in [4~j. In order that a disgnosis alght be 
made basic technical data on the object must be fed, apart from the 
values of parameters, se shown in fig. 8. The whole menu of diagnostic

! DESEF.;r-TION SEAR NO. 1. RF'j
j TR. r~. TvrE K'Al-6 CONV.NO 62,068 T.CONV N RAT. 1000 LOAD RT 118.0

CHARACTER 171 It or ADHESION TRACE height % width "

I NUMBER OR MEASURING POINTS 5 i
!

j NUMBER Or r i-'T. TO SE AVERAGED 4
I l
i n i f f " - m2 9 8 5  j
| .
j DIAMETERS Dt'.Dw BEARINGS and no. of cor. ROT. SPEED tor steng. point*;

p i  p 2  p3 p A  p 5  p 6  d 7  pB p9 plO p l l -  . P I S

I Dr 0 . 2 °  0 . 0 °  o . 4 4  0 . 4 4  0 . 7 0

j D w  0 , I t .  0 . i t -  0 . 2 S  0 . 2 8  0 . 4 7

i n ( 1 - 6 1 1  1 - 2  2  3  ' !
N U M . o f  T E E T H :  21  2 2  Z 3  • 2 4  2 5  Z i  2 2 8  2 9  2 1 0  .

22 99 . 44 155

- p r i n t o u t  -,L ' - u p d s t m c  - r o - c h a n g e  o t  m v e n . n o .  < E > - e r i d

Fig. 8

systes has five sub-catalogues comprising 3-6 catchwords which anabl® te 
control software as 0 whole. Particular catalogue» sre arranged as shown 
in fig, 5. An affect fro« using the ¡nathod and ayetesa is prasantsd in 
for» of a report. The report is controllable by menu fig. 9. The sxeeopls" 
ry report on a preventive racoaaendation concerning lubrication of 
bearings is shown in fig. 10. Apart fro* the utility prograa enabling 
data to be gathered and diagnostic inference to be aade, 8 research pro»

Fig. 9
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gras has also been developed which makes it possible to realize the 
suggested aethod acc. [53 to be used for evaluation of the correct selec
tion of measuring and diagnostic signal-receiving points.

"LUBRICATION OF BEARINGS..."
1.02C 43 8 7 . 0 9 . 2S - occurred I tinte(s)
a 3 - k l .B;

1.04 A 762/MR 
& 1 - k 1 . B:

88.10.31 -  occurred 1 t i m e (s )

1.04A 763/F2 
a 2 - k i .B:

SB.06.10 - occurred 3 t i me < s )

S B . 06.10 ~ pre\ 
a 2 - k l .B;
II z a K r . - a , v  kl B: 
11z a k r . p k 1 3 - ki . Ds

•ions msr.

1.04C 740/F2 8 8 .01.1 0 - occurred 3 t i me s >
al-kl.B:aA-kl.B;

press any i:ev ...

Fig* 10

CONCLUSIONS

In the development of diagnostics, three essential levels ssn bo 
distinguished which are possible to be used for the mines depending on 
their size.

First level relates to the use of analog diagnostic devices PPD1,
UPD1, POt, with collection of diagnostic data in the notebooks. This le
vel is recommended for »mail mines whsn cheap manpower } is available.

Second level relates to the use of above analog devices, with collec
tion of diagnostic data in a microcomputer compatible with IBMPC AT or XI 
provided with operating system DOS III and hard disc 20 MB.

Third level relates to the use of a hybrid analog-digital device capa
ble of being operated in conjunction with IBM PC through the interface, 
besides. DCS III with hard disc AO MB is utilized. This level is recommen
ded for large mines.

The Poltegor Institute, Wroclaw/Poland, is now able to supply analog 
devices and utility software for the first and second levels.
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POSTĘP WE WSPOMAGANYCH KOMPUTEROWO WIBRACYJNYCH 
SYSTEMACH DIAGNOSTYCZNYCH

S t  r o s z c z e n i e
W artykule przedstawiono opracowania układu do wibracyjnego diagnozo

wania wspomaganego mikroskoaputerasa, a oferowanego przez Instytut 
"Poltegor", Polska. Wyróżniono trzy poziomy układu. Podano opis analogo
wych urzędzeri diagnostycznych i cechy użytkowe programu dla mikrokompu
tera kompatybilnego z IBM PC AT lub XT, który można zastosować łącznie 
z układem DOS III i dyskiem twardym 20 MB.
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Program użytkowy pozwala na dostarczanie bazy danych dla pięciuset 
zespołów napędowych (silnik ** przekładnia zębata - zespół). Dane na! te~ 
mat obiektu «ożna zbierać przez okres trzech lat. Ponadto zastosowano t 
diagnostyczny układ wnioskujący, wspomagany airsikosspiitarsa.

Program kontrolowany jast poprzez menu.

nporpsec b  KCMiihiacEHio Bcnc&orAsajŁHHi jaurHociHHECKM
BHEPAlpi OHEHX CK02EMAX 

P e s » m e

3 CTaTBM npejłCTasneHO paapaóOTSHHyB oxeMy jyw BKÓpaunoHHoro 
fljiarao3a, nojuihTH3aesviyKi mkkpo3BM, a npejisaraeMOfi HHCTHTyroM 
"noULTETOP" -  EojiBma. BHuaaeHO ipa yposHK cxean. iKaaaHO 
onacanae aHanonraHiac ycTpoiiciB jcHarnosa a  noTpećET&siHHe 
cBOficTBa nporpaMMU naa coBMectHMoro mkkpoSBM e SBM PC AT m e  XT.
KOTopafl mobcho Hcno^bsoBaTB BwecTe co cxeMot Dos i i i  h  xapa-,roic- 
k o m  20 Meraóa&roB.

Patfo âa nporpamia nosBOdweT nepa^aiB fiasy Aaaaaz seb SOD 
g5uiobhx ycTaHOBOK juBararenB -  ayóaaTaa nepena^a -  ycraHOBKa . 
fewBt» aa T.ewy odsóKra mima coóiipaTB t je  rosa.

Kpoise toto apsmeHeHeHO Taicse flHaraocTireecKyB cxe«y bhboaob,
KOTopyio noamsiKBaeT mkkpq3BM.

Ilporpatasa KOHTpojiHpoBaaa Mesa»


